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BE-Zine February 2011 St. Valentines Special: 
The beauty of a rose/ Valentines Origins/ Guided 6 Week Cleanse/ Smooth moves- 
get sugared/ Sensuous massage/ Year of the Metal Rabbit/ Ancient Pregnancy 
Therapy/ The Joy of Nia 
 
 

 
 
 
Valentines Day, where did it all start? 
What is the origin of this yearly celebration of love? Pope Gelasius declared February 14 to be St. 
Valentine's Day around 498 A.D. and there are many versions of the story of St Valentine. Mid February was 
originally the Roman festival of Lupercalia and one of the rituals involved single women putting their names 
into an urn and bachelors pulling out a name, pairing these couples for the next year. Roman Emperor 
Claudius, it is said in one story, outlawed the marriage of young men to make them better soldiers and 
Valentine was a priest who continued to marry them in secret. He was arrested and executed for doing this, 
but before he was put to death he wrote a love letter to a young woman who had visited him in prison signing 
it “From your Valentine”. Valentines Day became popular in England in the 1700’s and the first commercially 
made Valentines cards were sold in 1840 by Ester A. Howland. Over the centuries Valentines Day has 
become a hugely popular festival date which, according to the Greeting Card Association, now sees an 
estimated 1 billion cards sent worldwide! 
Catherine Opie and Henri-noel Venturini founders of Balanced Energy 
 
 
Smooth moves 
Beauty tips by Kavita Reddy, Balanced Energy Beauty Consultant 
 

   
 
 
 
Discover why even people that cringe at the thought of the tiniest bit of discomfort are saying: “Pour some 
sugar on me.”  Get sugared @ our beautiful Balanced Energy Clinic where we make sure we take care of 
your body mind and wellbeing for the ultimate health and beauty experience.  
 

A rose by any other name…………  
Roses are often connected with love, the heart and emotions. According to 
Medical Herbalism Red Rose Petals tone the circulatory and female 
reproductive systems.  The new Balanced Energy “Unity Rose Spritzer” is a 
fragrant blend of triple filtered organic Rose Otto with a dash of anti-aging 
Wattle Seed extract. An excellent mist to be used as a toner or throughout 
the day to cool, refresh and revive your skin, Unity Rose Spritzer contains a 
specially blended essence to lift your mood to heavenly heights and help 
you to feel truly at one with everything. It also helps with sun damage, 
redness and broken capillaries in the skin. 

“SUGARING”, Sounds good don’t you think? 
It is basically similar to waxing, but the advantages of 
sugaring are: 

• Sugaring has slow re-growth 
• Sugaring is water soluble (no solvents used) 
• Pharo Sugaring is natural and healing, contains 

Manuka honey, kiwifruit nectar, sugar, water and 
Aloe Vera 

• Sugaring is great for sensitive skin 
• And most importantly sugaring is less ‘PAINFUL ’! 

because the sugar paste only sticks to the hair and 
not the skin. 
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Why Detox? What’s it all about? 
By Dionne Greening, Balanced Energy Naturopathic Consultant 
Most people take part in a Detox/cleanse programme for their general well being, to increase vitality, clear 
symptoms,  treat disease and prevent further problems. Also be for weight loss or to cleanse after 
overindulgence.  A Detox program is ideal for helping us to re-evaluate our lives, make changes, or clear 
addictions. During a Detox a simple two-stage process of cleansing with herbs, followed by nutritional 
balancing ensures a safe and long lasting result. Detoxification is the process of clearing toxins by 
neutralizing them and preparing them for elimination from the body.   We detoxify to help the digestive 
organs to rest and regenerate especially the liver, gallbladder and kidneys.  
Detoxification is important because of the many common pollutants and toxins our bodies are exposed to 
daily.  A failure to Detox can result in toxins being stored, causing unnecessary cell and tissues damage over 
time.  
Dionne will be facilitating a guided 6 week cleanse beginning in mid February. There is a 
charge of $20 per week over the 6 week period plus the cost of any herbs or supplements prescribed, or $40 
including unlimited weekly classes in the Balanced Energy Studio. If you are interested please contact us for 
registration. 
Simple Detox Tip: Start your day off with a large glass of warm water with a few tablespoons of apple 
cider vinegar or squeezed lemon juice. These have an alkalising effect on the body and encourage the 
secretion of digestive fluids to improve digestion. 
 
 

    
 
In another popular folktale, the Rabbit was kidnapped by a sea turtle to present his liver before the ailing 
Dragon King of the Sea, but the clever creature managed to escape by saying that he left his liver on land 
and thus needed to go fetch it. Since this is a Metal year, those people born in an Earth year will generally 
fare better while those born in a Wood year are likely to do worse. It’s also slightly negative for those born in 
a Fire year and mildly positive for those born in a Water tear. An appropriate stone to wear is Aquamarine, 
this will help you calm your spirit fire and harmonise your energy with this year of the Metal Rabbit.  
 
Tai Chi Workshop with Henri Venturini 
Tai Chi Weapons Master Henri-noel Venturini presents an opportunity to improve your skills and 
understanding of the ancient healing art form of “Tai Chi Chuan’. Henri has over 10 years experience in 
teaching Tai Chi and martial arts in New Zealand and Australia, skills that he has learned whilst studying with 
living masters such as Grandmaster Khor, Earl Montague, Chen Xiawong and Tennison Yiu. Henri has also 
attained Black Belts in other martial arts styles. 
Sunday the 13th February, 9am (registration 8.30am) to 5pm.  
Morning and afternoon tea provided, $100 
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Year of the Metal Rabbit 
By Henri Venturini Balanced Energy Wellness Consultant 
According to eastern astrology, 2011 is the Year of the Metal Rabbit. 
It is said that this will be a temperate time with unhurried pace, 
suitable for introspection and respite. 2011 is a time to take a step 
back from the need to initiate and make waves; it is a year to mend 
fences. The Rabbit should give most of us an opportunity to pause 
and catch our breath after a hectic 2010. It is a time for peacemakers 
to shine. For those who revel in a slow pace it promises to be a most 
enjoyable time.  
But, as it will have a metallic edge to it, from time to time 
aggressiveness may suddenly materialize and disrupt the peace and 
there could be a danger of falling too much into the mind. 
Interestingly, this furry animal is associated with, the liver (or wood 
element). Legend has it that rabbit liver nourished Kim Chun-chu, a 
7th-century king of the Silla Kingdom (57 B.C.-935 A.D.), back to life 
after he was wounded on a mission to save his kingdom. 
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Lemon is a very cleansing oil, and will help to clear the mind. Rose-geranium relaxes the whole endocrine 
system (responsible for hormone balance in the body). Vetiver has an amazingly deep tone and encourages 
masculinity; combined with Ylang Ylang it enhances its aphrodisiac qualities. At Balanced Energy we have 
ready made Bath Salts, Massage Oils and pure Essential Oil Blends. Our sensual blend is named Heartbeat 
of the Mother and contains Ylang Ylang, Lemon, Rose-Geranium and Vetiver in a gorgeously exotic 
combination that will definitely set the mood for a Happy Valentines Day! 
 
VIP monthly special- This month’s special runs from 1 Feb- 1 March and includes 10% discount on gift 
vouchers for Balanced Energy Clinic Treatments. Offer only valid for Balanced Energy VIP database 
members receiving this newsletter directly by post or email.  
 

BE Studio new classes this term: 
Saturday morning Yoga is back with a new class called Fusion Yoga from 9am -10.30am.   
 
Buggy Boot Camp 
 

 
 
Yoga for Pregnancy + Mum’s & Bubs  

   
  
Ancient therapy good during pregnancy 
Why do Yoga when pregnant? There is an ocean of benefits for you and your beautiful baby too! Yoga is an 
ancient system of therapeutic exercises benefitting the mind, body and soul which is known to have been 
practiced by women for around 5,000 years. Pregnancy presents a huge change to a woman’s life. In a 40 
week period she has to adopt and accept a whole new body, deal with all the blooms of emotions, tensions, 
worries and often some weight gain too.            
A Pregnancy Yoga class is time out for you to relax and prepare for labour and birth. During class you will 
learn to breathe more easily, stretch out tight muscles, alleviate pregnancy conditions, support and honor  

With Debbie Goldingham Tues 8.30-9.30am, Thurs 8.30am-9.30am 
Get out in the fresh air and sunshine and exercise with your baby as 
well.  BBC involves outdoor cardio and fun circuits with toning and 
stretching back in the Balanced Energy Studio, finishing off with 
socialising over tea and muffins.  It’s a boot camp workout but with a 
yummy reward at the end!   

Time out to relax and unwind with an experienced Yoga teacher and 
Mother: Natasha Rainger from Yoga Orewa.  
 
Mum’s and Bubs Wed 10am-10-40am 
For Pregnancy Saturday 11am-11.40am, includes tea afterwards 

Love potions 
Angela Van Trijp Balanced Energy Wellness Consultant 
If you want to create atmosphere and a sensuous mood this 
Valentines Day use some exotic, natural essential oils and a 
massage or bath to create the best Valentines Day gift for your 
partner. There are different types of essential oils that will have 
different effects on the mind and body: Ylang Ylang is a very 
feminine oil with a very sweet fragrance, it is also well known 
for its aphrodisiac properties. 
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your body and its ability for childbirth. It is quite normal to have some discomfort while pre
up a weekly Yoga class will actually help to reduce some, if not most, of your discomforts.  
Pregnancy Yoga can assist with: Sciatica, headaches, fluid retention, varicose veins, energy levels, weight 
gain, back ache, tension, breathlessness, mood swings. 
make sure you are well hydrated and wear loose clothing 
Please note: If you are under m
undertaking an exercise class. 
Y
 
The Joy of NIA 
By Sally Cook, Balanced Energy Nia Consultant 
As we head towards Valentine’s Day I thought it would be lovely to think about Joy and how we sense this i
the body.  The first Principle of the beginners Nia Training (the White Belt) is ‘The Joy of Movement’.  This
principle underscores everything we do in Nia –if you are not feeling joy in the movement then ’tweak
change it so you do. Here are some quotes from Debbie Rosas and Carlos Rosas, founders of Nia: 
Joy is not a technique or a choreographic method.  It is an attitude toward the body and toward life. S
for your own expression of authentic joy…Joy is an energy which moves thru the body ‐ the more we 
cultivate it the more it grows... If you remember anything about Nia, remember this
the Joy of Movement.  It is the physical celebration of the body."  (I love this one)  
Take a quiet moment to think about something which brings you joy, notice where in the body you can sense 
this.  Now expand the joy through your whole body and further out to those around you.  Take time to en-Jo
this feeling and expand it so that you leave a trail of Joy around you as you go.   Joy
Big J, Joy, Universal Joy which is ever present and can be tapped into at any time. 
Experience the Joy of Nia dance classes on M
Look out for Nia on the Beach coming soon 
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 as you wish and 
receive a 10% discount on all beauty and health treatments in the Balanced Energy Clinic. 

Casual Class $15        Four Class Pass $52 ($14 per class)   
Term Pass $120 ($12 per class)     Group Term Pass, min 2 people $100pp ($10 pp per class) 
New Balanced Energy Studio membership, pay $25 per week to attend as many classes


